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SciÂ-enÂ-tists have traÂ-diÂ-tionÂ-ally asÂ-cribed the first peoÂ-pling of the AmerÂ-iÂ-cas to the CloÂ-vis
culÂ-tureâ€”big-game hunters thought to have roamed North AmerÂ-iÂ-can plains startÂ-ing around 11,500
years ago.
CloÂ-vis spear- or arrow-heads reÂ-covÂ-ered from the Gault site, TexÂ-as. (CourÂ-teÂ-sy CenÂ-ter
for the Study of the First AmerÂ-iÂ-cans, TAMU)

But that idea has been wideÂ-ly chalÂ-lenged in reÂ-cent years. Now, an anÂ-throÂ-poÂ-lÂ-oÂ-gist has
found evÂ-iÂ-dence he claims could be the fiÂ-nal nail in the cofÂ-fin for the â€œCloÂ-vis firstâ€•
modÂ-el.MiÂ-chael WaÂ-ters, diÂ-recÂ-tor of the CenÂ-ter for the Study of the First AmerÂ-iÂ-cans at
TexÂ-as A&M UniÂ-verÂ-siÂ-ty in ColÂ-lege StaÂ-tion, TexÂ-as, and a colÂ-league deÂ-tailed the
findÂ-ings in the Feb. 23 isÂ-sue of the reÂ-search jourÂ-nal SciÂ-ence. â€œThe new datÂ-ing that we did
inÂ-diÂ-cates that the CloÂ-vis ComÂ-plex ranges from 11,050 to 10,900 raÂ-diÂ-oÂ-carÂ-bon years
beÂ-fore the preÂ-senÂ-t,â€• WaÂ-ters said. A raÂ-diÂ-oÂ-carÂ-bon year is a year as deÂ-terÂ-mined by
raÂ-diÂ-oÂ-carÂ-bon datÂ-ing, an analÂ-yÂ-sis wideÂ-ly used to date orÂ-ganÂ-ic maÂ-teÂ-riÂ-als based
on their conÂ-tent of the raÂ-diÂ-oÂ-acÂ-tÂ-ive elÂ-eÂ-ment Carbon-14.The newÂ-found dates
conÂ-traÂ-dict â€œan emergÂ-ing arÂ-chaeÂ-oÂ-logÂ-iÂ-cal recÂ-ord that supÂ-ports a pre-CloÂ-vis
huÂ-man ocÂ-cuÂ-paÂ-tion of the AmerÂ-iÂ-cas,â€• his team wrote. Stone tools and butchered mamÂ-moth
reÂ-mains datÂ-ing to 12,500 raÂ-diÂ-oÂ-carÂ-bon years ago have been foundÂ-ing WisÂ-conÂ-sin, they
reÂ-marked; huÂ-mans also apÂ-pear to have been preÂ-sÂ-ent around then in ChilÂ-e.The newÂ-ly
clarÂ-iÂ-fied dates show that CloÂ-vis lasted no more than 200 to 400 years, makÂ-ing it alÂ-most
imÂ-posÂ-siÂ-ble for the CloÂ-vis peoÂ-ple to spread as far as preÂ-viÂ-ously thought in such a short time,
WaÂ-ters added.â€œHow could peoÂ-ple, in such a short peÂ-riÂ-od of time, reach the tip of South
AmerÂ-iÂ-ca? It doesÂ-nâ€™t make any kind of anÂ-throÂ-poÂ-logÂ-iÂ-cal sense that these peoÂ-ple
could have been movÂ-ing that fast, nor would they have wanted to â€¦ it seems highÂ-ly unÂ-likeÂ-ly,
givÂ-en 20 genÂ-erÂ-aÂ-tions, they could have made it that far that quickÂ-ly.â€•WaÂ-ters and co-author
ThomÂ-as StafÂ-ford of StafÂ-ford ReÂ-search LabÂ-oÂ-raÂ-toÂ-ries in LaÂ-faÂ-yette, Colo. tested
samÂ-ples from CloÂ-vis sites in an efÂ-fort to re-date some of what WaÂ-ters said were poorÂ-ly datÂ-ed
sites. BeÂ-cause of technologÂ-iÂ-cal adÂ-vancÂ-es, WaÂ-ters arÂ-gues that that the pair was able to re-date
more preÂ-ciseÂ-ly some of the more than 25 datÂ-ed sites found in North AmerÂ-iÂ-ca.
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